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CATHY BURGHI
Des-Bordada

Exhibition from 10 March to 28 April 2012

The title of the exhibition is based on a spanish language word play «des-bordada». It projects us not only to 
the idea of embroidery but also to the fact of being literally overwhelmed, invaded. It is a technique which the 
artist has been using for few years to realize what she calls drawings on thread. The exhibition presents around 
twenty small format embroideries, large format drawings and  «des-bordada» a three-dimensional installation. 
The title is an echo of the work, a white house suspended in space, without an opening, laying on an organic bed 
of  tubular pink pipes, recalling the idea of intestines. It is as if the body goes out of itself, it splits up and throws 
part outside the house. Cathy Burghi’s work bases on a reflection around fetishes: the house, the feminine body, 
the double figures, the egg and even birds. Every motif translates not only the personal experience of the artist, 
as woman, but also her exile status.

Julie Crenn

BIOGRAPHY

Cathy Burghi was born in 1980 in Uruguay. She holds a diploma from the Universidad de la República 
Uruguay. She lives and works in Savigny sur Orge, France. Her work was presented in exhibitions 
including the Bienal de Arte Contemporaneo de Salto (2011), the Bienal Internacional de Arte Textil 
Contemporaneo WTA Aire Mexico (2011), the Biennale d’art contemporain de Cachan (2010). She recently 
realized an installation in the park of the Château du Réveillon (Maison des Arts) in Brunoy (2011).
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Cathy Burghi
installation Des-bordada, 2012

  Foam, textile, thread
220 x 180 x 150 cm         
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Cathy Burghi
série-notre sang, 2012

Drawing on thread
20 x 20 cm         


